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SYNTHESE:

Ce rapport, fait Ie point sur les études des écoulements de vapeur humide dans
les turbines à vapeur. L'ensemble des outils développés dans le cadre de ces études
permet l'analyse des différents aspects de ces écoulements.

L'utilisation des codes diphasiques basés sur le modèle à deux fluides qui sont
suffisamment avancés actuellement, ainsi que l'intégration du code de condensation
dans un code instationnaire transsonique constitueront une deuxième étape pour ces
investigations. Os permettront un enrichissement des acquis obtenus dans ce domaine.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

This report outlines the investigations on wet steam flews in steam turbines. All
the softwares developed in the framework of these studies enables analysis of different
aspects of these type of flows.

The use of the two phase codes based on 2 fluid models, which has achieved a
sufficient progress, and the integration of the condensation programme in a transonic
non stationary code will constitute a second step for these studies, enhancing what has
already been achieved in this field.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the 1960s, a great amount of research has been conducted at Machines Department

of EDF R&D Division in fader to shed light en Ae lhermodynarnic and flow phenomena

associated with wet steam. These works were motivated by the increase in plant size and

the corresponding increase in blade height and the development of nuclear reactors

The problem of erosion and losses which are the most important consequences of the

presence of wetness in steam turbines, are still not well known by designers. There are of

course some empirical iufcs to quantify these phenomena. There is one for example to

quantify the wetness loss which h proposed by Banmann in 1921. This simplistic rule,

still widely used in turbine design methods, predicts a reduction of 1 % in efficiency for

each 1 % of mean wetness. Other authors, later in 1962 (Gyarmathy) and 1976 (Moore)

proposed different Baumann factors vstty^nv from 0.4 to 2.

For more man 20 years rae principal effort of many research workers in this field in our

Department and other countries was to try to understand the condensation process in

steam turbines, to evaluate die droplet deposition and the coarse water flow iate and to

design efficient rnoisture-removal devices. The objective was to reduce losses and erosion

in steam turbines and «her components of secondary loop in a nuclear power plant All

the investigations were based on single phase calculation of steam turbine (Euler type

softwares) and Squid phase calcnlations were using die results like post-processors.The

results obtained daring this period will be disenssrd briefly in other sections of this

report.

The trend in wet steam studies at the uieseui time is first to develop through-flow and

blade-to-blade two-phase flow codes taking into account all the process of production of

the liquid phase in order to control the performances of steam turbine stages. Moreover,

Navier Stokes softwaics are now being developed at EDF for turbine applications and it

wDl be possible to integrate progressively the liquid phase in these codes in the near
fUlUlC.



2. CONDENSATION

2.1. SPONTANEOUS CONDENSATION

One of the most complex and obscure parts of the two-phase flow modelling in steam

turbines is the fonnatkm and growth of fog droplets daring steam condensation. This

process is much more complicated than in Laval nozzles because of the following

reasons:

- two-aoi trace-dimensional wnunifonriiries

- heterogeneous condensation on foreign nudâ

- nonsteady flow patterns

- truncated condensation shock

- secondary nuckanon in wake eddies.

In Machines Department there are two codes (Ref. [1] and [2]) based on different

techniques to gyieniam* the classical spontaneous condensation in nozzles or in steam

There are also some correction factors necessary to calculate the classical HP

condensation. These coefficients could be obtained by measurements in Laval nozzles.

An experimental set op has been installed at Bugey powerplant (Ref [5D in order to use

the HP steam produced by aie Steam Generator of dûs power plant to obtain these

Ia steam turbines most of the time a bi-disperskn distribution is obtained by extinction

measurements (Ref. [31 and [4Q. The first dispersion could be calculated by the classical

theory. The second one which constantes an irnrwoam ran of the mass flow rate could

not be pcedkttd by the classical theory.

A new unsteady condensatioa code is being developed in oar Department (completed

soon). This code is monodirnensknal for the moment, bat the algorithm developed for

this software could easily be integrated in any unsteady code (2D3 3D).



This new software enables us first to calculate the possibility of having unsteady

condensation and corresponding pressure fluctuation. Integrating this code in a through-

flow code will allow also to investigate the influence of unsteady flow pattern on the

condensation process and existence of a secondary dispersion.

The Machines Department is involved also in a European BRITE project An unsteady

through flow code has been developed in the framework of this project which could also

be used for this application.

2 . 2 . HETEROGENEOUS AND EARLY CONDENSATION

Heterogeneous and early condensation in steam turbines are also one of the most

iirçonam and complex phenomena which are necessary to study (in the framework of an

international or European project). The investigations in this field in our Department and

also in many research earns in other countries are for the moment at the beginning steps.

The problem ic important not only for improving the knowledge of two-phase flow in

steam turbines, but also for the problem of stress corrosion of shmnk-on-disks or blades

Heterogeneous condensation depends on interphase distribution coefficient of chemical
rrnnpownre whirh las h w «!«diflfl ffSpw"Hy *" «N'T fr"fl"* (far waffr rhemirari

of power plants). The problem is the variation of ads coefficient for each component,

from the steam generator to the condenser. The distribution coefficient varies strongly

with pressure and deposition of the chemical components depends also on several

Li nuclear power plants spontaneous condensation occurs first in HP turbine.

Downstream of the Moisture Separator Rebeater the superheated steam crosses again the

Wilson line and fog droplets are created.

The condensation could take place also on foreign nuclei. In this case it begins at or

dosdyafierthecrossnujoftnesarnratinniinft The intensity of this condensation depends

on various factors (such as number, size, slip velocity, physical properties, and shape) of

these foreign nuclei. Once a panicle is covered with condensed wa*er, it behaves very

much tike a water droplet of equal size.

The influence of heterogeneous condensation on deposition of chlorides and stress

corrosion could then be explained : if the condensation occurs on the chloride particles



which aie entrained by steam flow, the stress corrosion could be avoided. Otherwise if

the condensation is spontaneous, the deposition of chloride particles (or other chemical

components) will be accelerated. If there is not enough liquid film to remove them, the

stress corrosion could be initiated.

The details of these phenomena in steam turbines need to be subject of more

investigations.

3 . COARSE WATER CREATION AND DROPLET TRAJECTORY

Part of the condensation fog droplets are deposited on solid surfaces and form liquid

fflnre and rivulets. A large proportion of mis collected water is re-entrained into the flow

as a spray of much larger droplets torn off from die trailing edges.

Two different mechanisms govern the droplet deposition : inertial impaction and
turfaolent diffusion in the boundary layer (Ref. [6]).

3 . 1 . LNERTIAL DEPOSITION

The rate of déposition of droplets on die blades by inertial impaction is determined by

cakulanng a number of droplet trajectories through a specified blade-to-blade steam flow

field (Ref. [7J).

Pre-cafcnfatiore are necessary to determine the steam flow field. It is supposed mat the

influence of die droplets on the steam flow field is negligible. It is also possible to use a
tWD flmd mnriri (nwvphaq». Fnfrrian frgmniarinn pmgrqm) ft»- riii«p TTf-f^^i^TÎfHI Tn jhfe

case the fnfinrnceofme droplets on die steam flow field is of coarse tahcn into account.



3 . 2 . TURBULENT DIFFUSIONAL DEPOSITION

The rate of deposition of droplets is calculated by integrating die diffusion equation across

the boundary layer (Ref. [61).

Pre-cakulations of the boundaiy layer and related parameters (thickness and friction

velocity) aie necessary.

Using a turbulent, Eulerian two fluid model it is possible to calculate the rate of

deposition of fog droplets directly.

An imputant research program has been conducted at EDF (LNH Department) for the

development of a turbulent, Eulerian two fluid code (Ref. [8]). This code will be used in

the near future for me steam turbine applications.

3.3. COARSE WATER DROPLET SIZE

The size of droplets resulting from the break up is determined using the Weber number

criterion. The experiments carried out in LP turbines have proved the validity of this

assumption (Ref. [9]). More recent studies (Ref. [10]) have shown that the critical Weber

number could be expressed as a function of me Reynolds number based on the initial

width of the wake downstream of me trailing edge. These results could also be used for

LP steam.

There is need to pexfonn more investigations on coarse water droplet size in HP zone of

steam turbines.

One of the difficulties to determine droplet size in different parts of the secondary loop of

a power plant was the absence of reliable droplet sizing probes. This problem has been

solved and we are possessing quite complète set of probes in enkr to measure fog droplet

and coarse water droplet size (Ref. [1 IJ).
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4 . WET STEAM LOSSES

A new approach has been proposed to assess Ae wetness loss in steam tuibine (Ref. [6]).

Pre-calculation of the steam turbine's throughflow and condensation process aie

necessary. Droplet deposition on steam tuibine blades should also be evaluated.

The most important wetness loss sources in steam turbines are :

- thermodynarmc. loss

- dropletrc-entrainment (droplet drag)

- impact of droplets on the moving blades

- dropktunpacts on the stationary parts (collected water)

- deposited water centrifuging

- additional two-phase surface friction

- modification of pressure and velocity fields (off-design loss).

RH-each component, a physical model is proposed. The modification of pressure and

velocity fields will be evaluated in the near future using the EDF r#o fluid model code.

The onry problem to replace the Banmannmk in throughflow codes is nie lack of validity

of the classical condensation theory in steam turbines. AH our measurements in steam

turbines have revealed the existence of a bi-dispcrsion distribution fog droplets. The
ftirylpre n f Iargrr ffianvjprin riirê rfigmftiitinci flflf pTffficPNff fry nl^frn^at^nin1 {TftKHtWft*- an

important mass flow rate. The knowledge of die origin of these droplets and their

nvyfr»n fug -fc rayyssary Rw p» fjjn*ss*nj in ltris field.

Neverthel<ss these modelings have shown the relative importance of different
components and me influence of thermodynamic and geometrical parameters. The linear
aspect ofmeBanrraimmlc has to be modified taking into account the results obtained by
theœ calculations.
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S. MOISTURE - REMOVAL DEVICES

Water removal devices have been studied in our Department for many years. An

experimental steam turbine and other wet steam facilities were available for the

investigations. These studies performed with close collaboration of constructors have

contributed to improve considerably the performance of such devices.

One of the last campaign of measurements carried out with our experimental turbine

showed the influence of grooved moving blades used in french power plants on the

efficiency of the draining belE (Ref. [12]). This turbine has been dismounted last year.

One of the best examples of EDF success in this domain is the development of the High

Velocity Separators (ReL[IC]). This equipment has been installed on HP extraction

piping of the fiench 900 MW CP2,1300 MW and 140G MW PWR units, as well as the

foreign PWR power plants (Ref.[17]).

Some of the softwares developed for wet steam applications could be used to design the

water removal devices:

- droplet trajectory piugiaiu in order to determine the place where draining slots or belts

should be situated,

- liqmri film stability calculation. This software developed ;n collaboration with Athens

University calculate two-phase boundary layer with liquid film stability evaluation.

The curvature of Oe surface could be estimated in order to obtain a stable liquid film,

- through-Sow turbine calculation should also be performed which permits to assess

the boundary conditions for the two previoas codes.

6. WET STEAM INSTRUMENTATION

A great amount of invwrigarions has also been conducted in our Department to develop

special probes to measure fog droplet sac, coarse water droplets, wetness and transonic

velocity in steam mrbines (Ref. [11], [13], [14]."

Amjjer»unic steam tnnreâîtss heeai aw
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Tbcsc probes have been used to measure the velocity field and droplet size in nuclear and

fossil fired turbines in order to validate the condensation and throughflow (Ref. [IS])

calculations.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The consequence of all the efforts devoted on this subject is the achievement of many

tools for designing, understanding and analysing the wet steam flow in steam turbines or

other components.

Moreover, the investigations carried out in this field have permitted, sometimes in

collaboration with manufacturers, to propose solutions for problems caused by wetness.

The development of the turbulent, two-fiuid model codes gives more opportunities for
analysing these flows.

More research is necessary to clarify all the different processes of fog droplet production
and their modelling in steam turbines.
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